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Abstract: Hammer claims that the IDI has been validated for BIPOC in the US, but after careful
re-examination of the data we presented, we reiterate that there is no evidence of this validation. The
studies provided by Hammer reveal how the development of the IDI instrument and its validation
focused on international cultural experiences not on cultural diversity within the US. There was
no validity testing done on a racially diverse sample of U.S. Americans, and our qualitative data
questions the validity for BIPOC individuals from the US.
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Hammer [1] raises several questions regarding our paper [2], including challenging
our claims and questioning our findings. We stand behind our published work and believe
that his claims are unsupported and misunderstand the nature of our work.

1. Validation of IDI for BIPOC in the US

Hammer claims that the IDI has been validated for Black, Indigenous, and People of
Color (BIPOC) in the US, but after careful examination of the data presented, we reiterate that
there is no evidence of this validation. Hammer cites just three peer-reviewed articles [3–5]
and two sources that have not been peer-reviewed and were completed by ACS Ventures
under contract by IDI LLC [6,7].

For the three peer-reviewed articles, we see that diversity within countries was not
meaningfully assessed. Hammer et al. [4] demonstrate several phases of testing. Phase
1, which focused on the development of the IDI instrument, used interview data of
40 international participants from 18 countries. Individuals from the US were European
American (n = 12) and South Asian American (n = 3). The rest of the participants were not
from the US. Second, sample testing was carried out on 226 individuals; 177 were from
the US, with 8 identifying as African American, 2 as Asian American, and 4 as Hispanic
American. Even if these individuals are combined into one group, 14 individuals do not
allow for statistically sound analysis, and there was no indication or attempt to control for
participants’ ethnic or racial background. For phase 2, which developed the final 50-item
IDI, the authors used a sample of 591 respondents. While some information on the cultural
identity of the US participants was asked, the authors stated that the “Ethnic background
of respondents from the United States was difficult to assess” (p. 432). Self-identification
was used, with 178 US white Americans, 32 US African American, 6 US Latino, and 8 US
Asian. Thus, there were a total of 46 self-identified BIPOC individuals, which, once again,
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does not yield a statistically large sample, and each individual group is not large enough
to draw statistical conclusions. Further and importantly, the authors did not do additional
testing for race, indicating that “additional tests were run on the IDI, examining the effects
of gender, age, education, and social desirability”, but not on race [4]. Therefore, validity
was not explored for BIPOC in the US.

Paige et al. [5] controlled for their 353 subjects only by enrollment in language classes.
There was no information about racial groups. Finally, Hammer et al. [3] used an international
sample, with information on respondents’ national origin, but those from the US were
labeled as either being from the US or as “U.S. American” [3]. Race was not a variable
of analysis.

Hammer also cites two sources that are not peer reviewed, completed under contract
with IDI LLC [6,7]. In our paper, we relied only on peer-reviewed articles because they
provide a standard of quality control. Wiley [6] is a review of other data regarding the IDI
that illustrates how the validity of the IDI has been questioned by other authors. Matsumoto
and Hwang [8] (cited in [4]) point out that the IDI has not been tested using cross-cultural
samples within the US, and state how this is a critical limitation of the IDI. Furthermore,
Matsumoto and Hwang [8] argued that the “assessments of the factor structure of the IDI
have produced inconsistent results in limited samples that do not correspond to the model
intended to be measured” [3,5,9], thus questioning the validity of the instrument itself.

Wiley [7] provides additional testing; however, there were weaknesses in this source.
First, while “Ethnic minority status” was one of the variables, we are given no additional
information about this category, including how many people were in this sample or what
country or background the “ethnic minorities” were from. There is simply not enough
information in it to draw conclusions about the IDI’s validity among BIPOC from the US.

Finally Hammer [1] provides numbers of a sample size apparently examined, but he
does not cite where he obtained those numbers, and we could not find them. Hammer
indicates that the IDI was tested across “218,111 international and domestically diverse
respondents along with additional testing undertaken with 20,015 respondents who are
self-reported they were members of an ethnic minority” (p. 1), but, though they refer to
them on three different pages (pp. 1, 2, 5), no citation is provided for these numbers, and
they do not appear in the largest study cited, Wiley [7], or the other sources they cited.

All these studies reveal how the development of the IDI instrument and its validation
focused on international cultural experiences not on cultural diversity within the US. In
the development of the IDI instrument, the authors selected individuals from several
countries [3,4]. Such a strategy does create a widely diverse sample but also contains two
important assumptions: first, that one country equals one culture, and second, that culture
equals national origin. These studies therefore implicitly assess intercultural sensitivity
towards people from other countries not from within one nation. For instance, when
Hammer et al. [4] use the phrase “another culture” they mean another country. The paper
reads: “Thirty-two percent (n = 192) of the respondents never lived in another culture, 14%
(n = 81) lived overseas less than 3 months, 10% (n = 57) lived in another culture 3–6 months”
(p. 432, emphasis added).

In other words, the IDI focuses on international cultural encounters not intercultural
experiences within the United States or one nation. While stating that this approach is also
valid for BIPOC respondents, the author conflates international diversity with diversity in
the US. If international diversity is the same as diversity within the US, then the author
is implying that a black person who has lived in the US for their whole life has the same
intercultural experiences as a black person who grew up in another country AND that
black and white people in the US have the same intercultural experiences. However, these
assumptions are undermined by data showing deep divisions between how black and
white people in the US experience the same settings [10–12] and that there are complicated
divisions between black people who have lived in the US for generations and more recent
black immigrants to the US [13,14].
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2. Validity, Cultural Difference, and the Findings of the Original Study
2.1. Validity

Samuel Messick [15], in a seminal article, defines validity as an “overall evaluative
judgment of the degree to which empirical evidence and theoretical rationales support the
adequacy and appropriateness of interpretations and actions on the basis of test scores” (p.
741). He then goes on to argue that “validity is not a property of the test or assessment as
such, but rather the meaning of the test scores,” which are a function of both the items but
also the persons responding and the context of the assessment [15]. Andrew Wiley, who
has conducted significant IDI validation, apparently agrees with this definition, indicating
that validity is not a dichotomous concept but instead “a matter of degree, and as evidence
supporting an intended interpretation or use of a test score accumulates, the degree of
confidence in the validity of a give [sic] test score use can increase along with it” [6] (p.
4). Further, echoing statements made by Messick, Wiley also emphasizes, “ . . . validity is
not something that belongs to a given test. Instead, validity must be considered within
the given context and intended use of a test score; evidence must be accumulated for each
use of a test and must help build an argument that the given use is appropriate. . . . as
different uses for a test are introduced, it would be appropriate to consider what new
evidence would be appropriate” [6] (p. 4). In other words, it is inaccurate to make a blanket
statement that the IDI is a valid survey. Instead, the evidence on validity suggests that the
IDI can be used to facilitate intercultural understanding in some specific contexts for some
populations. The IDI was developed and validated with an international context, not with
a national focus and not with the intent of assessing the intercultural competence of BIPOC
individuals in the US.

Along these lines, as we have demonstrated above, there was no validity testing done
on a racially diverse sample of US Americans. Our qualitative data questioned the validity
for BIPOC individuals from the US. Given the nature of validity, and the lack of validity
testing on this population, interview data are an appropriate source of information to
investigate this question [15].

2.2. Methodological Choices

Our research asks whether there is evidence that the IDI is valid for BIPOC individuals
in the US. To explore this question, we used an existing data set of interviews that asked
students about their cultural challenges and perceptions of diversity on campus. Our
research was therefore NOT an investigation into the cultural competence of the students
we interviewed but was a query as to whether there was consistency between how these
students discussed diversity on campus, their own cultural challenges, and their IDI scores.
We therefore collected all examples of students talking about cultural or diversity issues.

2.2.1. Timing of Interviews

While the interviews were not conducted at the exact same time as the administration
of the IDI, the IDI survey was carried out at the end of the first semester and most (if not all)
the experiences stated in the students’ quotations used for the paper referred to events that
happened prior to taking the IDI survey (a pre-semester orientation, arrival on campus,
getting to know their roommates and classmates, or an experience in middle school).

2.2.2. Sample

In their article, Hammer questions our sample, and how many students’ interviews
comprised our analysis. Our study was a qualitative case study that focused on ALL
the students who we interviewed and who took the IDI (n = 34). From this sample, we
focused specifically on students who the IDI classified as being in denial or polarization
(n = 11). We analyzed both white and BIPOC students’ descriptions of cultural experiences
and compared students who the IDI classified as being in the same stage. Like many
qualitative studies, this was a small sample and not generalizable but provided in-depth
understanding of the population interviewed. Given the lack of validity testing for this
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population, our data questions the validity of the IDI for these students by illustrating the
disparate intercultural experiences that BIPOC and white students had while falling in the
same IDI stage. We agree, however, that more work must be carried out in this area and,
here and in our previous work, call for more research on this population.

2.2.3. Coding

Hammer questions why we did not report inter-rater reliability (IRR). There is not
agreement among scholars that quantitative measures of inter-rater reliability are necessary
or, in some cases, even desirable for qualitative research [16–18]; indeed in some cases,
desire for IRR may be a case of “evaluating qualitative research reports using the standards
for quantitative research” [17] (p. 217). One such situation that does not require quantitative
measures is when the data are straightforward [18]; simpler coding schemes are inherently
more reliable than complex coding schemes [19]. Such was the case with our dataset, where
identifying students’ discussion of culture and diversity was relatively straightforward.
“Disagreements” in our case amounted to a missed code, instead of outright disagreement
about whether a statement was in fact about diversity or a cultural challenge or not.
After this first level of coding was completed, Punti led in analyzing the texts from these
relevant codes to better understand how each of these students discussed their experiences
of culture and diversity. Analysis was performed with two aims: to understand these
students’ description of their experiences and to compare these descriptions with the IDI
categories. This was an iterative process, with Dingel subsequently reviewing the analysis,
raising discussion and questions when relevant. This more fluid later process is well
within established qualitative methods and does not benefit from quantitative measures of
IRR [19–21].

2.2.4. Dunning–Kruger Effect

Hammer asks how we controlled for the Dunning–Kruger effect, defined as being
where individuals’ lack of expertise is hidden from them; individuals are unaware of
“how deficient their expertise is” and they are not able to recognize their own mistakes
because of this deficiency [22] (p. 217). There was no interview question that asked the
students to reflect on their IDI scores or on their intercultural competence. In other words,
the Dunning–Kruger effect does not apply here because these students were not asked to
evaluate their own expertise. The interview was extensive and focused on their holistic
educational experiences on campus, from academic standing to their experience with
university resources to their experience with diversity. Therefore, as the quotations in the
study indicate, the students brought up their own experiences and perspectives on diversity
and cultural challenges. However, throughout history, many scientists have rejected that
BIPOC people have insight into their own experiences on race or that they somehow do not
understand these experiences; such a rejection has long been decried by racial scholars as
part of white supremacy that upholds a racist structure [23–25]. Further, while it is true that
faculty interviewing students can affect their responses, there is no evidence that there was
an “expectation” or a “common understanding of what faculty wanted to hear”. As the
quotations indicate, both BIPOC and white the students revealed their cultural experiences
on campus. Some indicated not having any experience with diversity, or that “the language
barrier is tough. Different foods are—I’m not gonna lie, sometimes they smell bad to us”
(Ethan, [2]). Those comments do not seem an attempt to say “what we wanted to hear”.

2.3. Cultural Difference

Our study revealed incongruence between Black and Latino students categorized
by the IDI as being in “Denial” and “Reversal” stages and how they talked about their
experiences navigating multiple cultures. Despite validity testing with other populations
in other contexts, our research questions whether the IDI is valid for this population in this
context—BIPOC individuals living as minoritized individuals within a dominantly white culture.
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There is an enormous body of evidence that white and BIPOC individuals experience
the cultural world differently in the US [10–12]. Further, a black person who is born in the
US and learns to navigate white culture very early in life should not be equated with a
white adult traveling abroad, and, for the first time, being exposed to a different culture
from their own. It is possible for white people in the US to ignore race; it is not possible for
BIPOC individuals to do so [11,26–28]. Our research adds some examples that we believe
warrant further investigation with larger samples and tempered messaging about the
IDI’s validity.

The Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS) theory “postulates that
individuals with more complex cultural categories are better able to navigate through
cultural differences” [4] (p. 217). This means that the higher the IDI score or the stage one
is categorized into, the more she/he will be able to navigate cultural differences and, on
the contrary, that the lower the IDI stage, the more difficulty she/he will have navigating
cultural differences. As much research has shown, BIPOC individuals in the US are obliged
to deal with cultural differences daily in a way white individuals are not [27–29]. Does the
DMIS take these racial and cultural differences into account? Our study suggests more
research is needed on this question.

3. Final Thoughts

We agree with Hammer that addressing social inequality and increasing intercultural
competence and knowledge of structural inequality is a critical challenge. However, we need
strategies and tools that are solidly based in evidence. In our findings are opportunities for
improvement in this important area.

Further, given the nature of validity—that it is not something that belongs to a given
test but instead must always be considered in context—we also question whether the
context of the testing has fundamentally changed. The DMIS was developed during the
1980s and 1990s, and the IDI peer-reviewed testing was published in 2003 and 2011—
nineteen and eleven years ago. Our understanding of intercultural understanding has
changed significantly in the past 30 years; the political context and national dialogue around
race, culture, and inequality has shifted in explicit and substantial ways in the last 20 years.
We encourage additional exploration and questioning around what tools and strategies
show the best evidence to create awareness of difference within a racial hierarchy and build
bridges for a better shared understanding.
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